Growth and electric current loops in plants.
A theory is presented for a relationship between ion accumulation and electric current loops in multicellular systems such as the roots and stems of higher plants. A network of electric circuits shows that the electric current transported across the cell membrane flows between an elongating region and a mature region, not only in roots but also in stems. In roots, ions constituting the extracellular electric current flow in the external aqueous medium, while in stems an electric current of comparable density flows within the epidermal cell wall. Based on this theoretical result, electric isolation between the elongating and mature regions was made in the case of both roots and stems. The speed of growth during the initial stage was greatly decreased due to a change in the distribution of protons around the surfaces of the plant by cutting off the electric current loop. Electrochemical calculation shows that ions are not always accumulated at the efflux site, since the ion distribution is strongly affected by the relation of the magnitudes between the electric field and electric current. The results calculated for the electric potential and pH distributions around the root agree with experimental data.